General Direction from UNH Leadership:

All UNH campuses will be open full capacity with full in-person classes for fall semester 2022. Full details of health recommendations, UNH testing procedures, vaccination campaigns and health messaging can be found on the UNH COVID website.

Universal Campus Strategies and Standards:

The University will, at a minimum, follow CDC, NH Department of Health and OSHA guidelines relating to COVID-19 protection to ensure a clean, safe, and highly functioning campus. The University may exercise discretion to set higher community standards by policy or practice to ensure compliance with Universal Guidelines. Where no specific standard or protocol exists, UNH will seek professional input and guidance to interpret and establish best practice for the UNH campus community. These standards will be monitored for efficacy and adjusted when required or advised by law, best practice or local conditions. The President has appointed standing Committees to establish and monitor implementation, policies and practices.

Single Point of Contact:

UNH Facilities Control Center 603-862-1437 facilities.control.center@unh.edu

PPE supplies may be procured directly through UNH Police (Ron O'Keefe)
Ronald.O'Keefe@unh.edu

- **Spaces with dedicated HVAC systems** will be operated as designed to ensure efficiency and comfort in spaces across campus. In fall 2020, central air systems were “commissioned” to ensure proper operations. This process will be carried forward as technicians complete routine maintenance efforts and filter changes at required frequencies during the school year.

- **Operable windows** may be used but must be closed upon leaving any classroom spaces. Dispatched HEPA filtration units where mechanical ventilation does not exist will remain in place. Questions or concerns regarding indoor air quality standards can be found at the Environmental Health & Safety website: [www.unh.edu/research/indoor-air-quality](http://www.unh.edu/research/indoor-air-quality)

- **Daily cleaning and disinfection** will occur in all academic and administrative spaces in accordance with the Service Level Agreements in place with our two campus housekeeping contractors. Trash/recyclables will continue to be collected from designated common areas and reception areas on scheduled days. Personal offices which will only be cleaned semi-annually.
Hand sweepers previously provided will remain for customer use. If a special or non-scheduled cleaning is required please call FCC 603-862-1437.

- Cleaning staff will be using **CDC approved, low dwell-time chemical agents**, on sinks, counters and high touch locations (light switches, door handles, handrails, etc.)

- Freestanding and wall-mounted **hand sanitizing stations** will remain at main entrances to academic buildings and all existing installed locations (including elevators) and will be refilled as necessary through end of fall semester. Oxivir™ wipes and Symetry™ dispensers will be filled by housekeeping contractors. Extra cleaning products will be made available for customer use in sanitization station areas.

- **Research labs** will be cleaned (trash/recycle and flooring) once per week unless housekeeping is informed to not enter/clean a space.

- **Graduate student lounges**: will be cleaned bi-weekly

- **Individual classroom spaces** are outfitted with CDC approved, low dwell-time chemical wipes and hand sanitizer for student use at individual spaces in each class.

- **Teaching labs** are treated as classrooms and will be cleaned/sanitized daily and will also have sanitization stations in each space for occupant use.

- **Departments or lab instructors wanting additional sanitization materials or PPE (masks/shields) should reach out to the Single Point of Contact below**

- **Wildcat Pass**: linked functionality with UNH IDs for UNH community members (fac, staff, students, ongoing contractors) tied to testing status

- **Visitors are welcome on our campus. There are no restriction protocols.**
Academic Year 22-23 Signage:

The University maintains a standard COVID/Public Health signage catalog - last updated January 2022. In general, signs are now used only in limited *interior* public spaces and restrooms. For questions regarding applicable signage please contact the Facilities Control Center.

The university has discontinued signage referencing social distancing, testing frequency, room capacity/access controls and mask requirements as well as all exterior door and lawn signs. Installed COVID-related signage that does not directly reference testing frequency, social distancing, capacities, or mask wearing may remain. (Examples below).

Current approved signage stock is available. If current campaign signage is suggested, needs replacement or if there is outdated signage that should be removed, contact the **Facilities Control Center** (603) 862-1437 facilities.control.center@unh.edu

---

**Spread health, not germs.**
Keep it clean. Cover your coughs. Stay home when sick.

**When in doubt, get checked out.**
Screening is free at Health & Wellness. Just stop in.

**Wildcats care.**
Practice self-care. Reach out for support.
Restroom Entry points: (11x17“) 4c-Vaccinate

Point of Service: Plexi Barriers
Facilities has installed removable stickers on all barriers with removal/call instructions to allow for owner determination of ‘right time’ to do so. Barriers will be stored in single off-site location.

Hydration Stations
UNH has completed reactivation of hydration stations in all academic buildings

Wildcat Transit
Masks are no longer required on UNH transit vehicles. One-way entry/exit remains for service efficiency.

Restrooms: ‘Wash Your Hands’ signs

Restrooms: ‘Please use the air dryer’
UNH Durham is returning hand dryers to service where installed with subsequent phase-out of paper towel dispensers in these locations.

Use of hand dryers reduces waste and labor and has not been shown to facilitate spread of contagions.

Kitchenettes and other special condition locations will retain paper towel servicing.